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ABSTRACT 

A novel deadly virus named COVID-19 was born in China in 2019. In early 2020, the COVID-19 

virus spread worldwide, causing severe infections and deaths due to its infectious characteristics and 

no medical treatment.  It has been termed the most consequential global crisis since the World Wars. 

The defence involved against COVID-19 spread includes sores like social distancing, personal 

hygiene, wearing a mask, and using sanitizer. The disaster, affecting billions of lives economically 

and socially improved its infection impact and has motivated the scientific community to come up 

with solutions based on computerized digital technologies for diagnosis, prevention, rescue, and 

estimation of COVID-19. An Artificial Intelligence based analysis made an effort to focus on the 

available data concerning COVID-19. All of these scientific efforts demand that the data brought to 

service for analysis should be open source to assist the extension, validation, and collaboration of the 

work in the fight against the global disaster pandemic. We survey and compare research works in 

these directions that are accompanied by open-source data and code. We hope that the article will 

provide the scientific community with an initiative to start open-source-extensible and transparent 

research in the collective fight against the COVID-19 pandemic. The authors collected data on student 

spending time on online platforms and facing health issues during the lockdown period from DELHI 

NCR. The authors gather information primarily from the ‘UCI Repository’“ 

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets”. The dataset for this study is extracted to predict the number 

of students who faced health issues during the lockdown period for COVID-19. The authors used 

logistic regression, 50-50,66-34,80-20 train-test splits and 10-fold cross-validation to analyze the data 

set. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The World Health Organization (WHO) declared the COVID-19 virus a deadly pandemic. More than 

ten million cases and 503862 deaths across the world as per WHO statistics of 30 June 2020 were 

predicted. COVID-19 is caused by Severe acute respiratory syndrome Coronavirus2 (SARS-CoV-2). 

It was declared a pandemic by WHO on March 11, 2020. It took several months to cure due to its 

medical trials on humans.  Further, the cure for COVID-19 is delayed due to possible genetic 

mutations shown by the COVID-19 virus.  Billions of people are socially, economically, and 

medically affected by a pandemic situation with drastic changes in social relationships, health 

policies, trade, work, and educational environments. The global pandemic calls for immediate action 

as it was a threat to human society. The pandemic has motivated the research community to provide 

front-line medical service staff with cutting-edge virus mitigation, detection, and prevention research. 

No one expected that Covid-19 would turn our world into a disaster and would bring major changes 

to people’s lifestyles. The virus has spread everywhere like a disaster wild forest fire due to which a 

lot of changes people accepted all over the world, and it took some time for everyone to adjust to a 

new normal life. Online learning is rapidly becoming one of the most effective ways to communicate 
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with the education system. The impact of the virus was so strong that online education became an 

important part of our growing world, which resulted in the closure of schools and physical appearance 

in public places, and no further physical interaction of teachers with students. 

In this paper, a machine learning method is applied to investigate information regarding health issues 

of student’s during the lockdown, to assess the prescient intensity of these systems. To this aim, a 

logistic regression model has been developed for health issues and  student’s spent their time during 

covid-19 in lockdown period.. This enables the model to achieve better accuracy in the prediction and 

prognosis stages. In this paper   eight independent fields has been selected. In the end, the performance 

of the proposed algorithm is assessed when it applies to a COVID-19 database. 

 

LITERATURE STUDY 

 Kunal Chaturvediand Nidhi Sing represented a Survey on the experience of online learning among 

students during COVID-19. They compared their research and found that their proposed method 

performed better. The best classification accuracy of their survey reached Negative response-38.3% 

Positive response-28.4%, and Average response-33.4%. 

 Aayush Gargre presented a cross-sectional survey conducted with a sample size of 1182 students 

of different age groups. The best classification accuracy of their survey reached a positive response. 

 Duduzile Ndwandwe and Charles S Wiysonge represented a cross-sectional survey conducted with 

a sample size of 1182 students of different age groups.they showed details about the variation of the 

maximum and the minimum values of the accuracy with the classification of the survey. The best 

classification accuracy of their survey reached a positive response. 

 Majdi M Sabahelzain, Kenneth Hartigan-Go, and Heidi J Larson represented a Review on – 

(1) how governments handle the Covid-19 response more broadly,(2)populism,(3) vaccine equity, 

particularly when it plays out as vaccine nationalism.. 

 Amir Ahmad representedthe Prediction of confirmed cases.He used the traditional machine 

learning regress techniquesique to come up with an accurate result. The best classification accuracy 

of their survey reached Suggestions to predict the number of confirmed cases of Covid-19 were 

identified successfully. 
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METHODOLOGY 

DATA: In this paper, data were taken from the UCI Machine Learning Repository. In the dataset, 

there is a total of 19 columns. Out of these columns, 8 columns are taken – “ Health issue during 

lockdown” i.e. people dealing with health issues, “Time spent on fitness” means people under the 

fitness level, “Time spent on sleep” expresses people spent time on sleeping (numeric), “Time spent 

on social media” provides data on people spend time on social media (numeric ), “Number of meals 

per day” means people receiving meal (numeric) “Time spent on a self-study” expresses people 

spending time on self-study, “Time spent on Online Class” describes people spent time on online 

class, “age of the subject,” tells us about the age of the total population in a particular area, “Change 

in your weight” means people receiving change in their weight, “Time spent on TV“ shows people 

spending time on TV. The main motive is to find out about health issues faced by students during 

COVID-19 through fields. Now one can say, in a growing state if there are most the people affected 

then the growth of the infected virus will be high. That’s why it may play a role in the health issues 

index. The population is also one of the reasons for health issues because if the population will be 

very much high then the infected level will increase automatically. 

 

Table 1-For attributes mean and standard deviation: 

ATTRIBUTES DEFINITION MEAN STANDARD 

DEVIATION 

Health issues during 

lockdown 

people dealing with 

health issues 

0.32 0.46 

Time spent on fitness  people under the fitness 

level 
0.74 0.72 

Time spent on sleep people spend time 

sleeping  

7.87 1.61 
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Time spent on social 

media 

 people spend time on 

social media 

2.36 1.75 

Number of meals per 

day 

people receiving meal 2.87 0.82 

Time spent on self-

study 

people spending time on 

self-study 

2.93 2.15 

Time spent on online 

class 

people spent time in 

online classes 

3.07 2.09 

Age of subject age of the total population 

in a particular area 

2.29 5.19 

Change in your weight Weight of the people 1.16 0.74 

Time spent on TV People spent time on TV 0.98 1.25 

 

RESEARCH METHOD:  logistic regression (LR) is a type of statistical regression method. It is 

used to analyse the relationship between a dependent variable and two or more independent variables. 

This method was taken for this paper because there are more than two independent controlled 

variables. In this research paper, health issues during lockdown (y) are the main data while the first 

independent variable is Time spent on fitness (x0), the second independent variable is Time spent on 

sleep (x1), the third independent variable is Time spent on social media (x2), the fourth independent 

variable is Number of meals per day(x3), the fifth independent variable is Time spent on the self-

study (x4), the fifth independent variable is Time spent on online class(x5), the sixth independent 

variable is Age of subject(x6), the seventh independent variable isChange in your weight(x7),the 

eighth independent variable isTime spent on TV(x8). 

 

STEP 1 : 

•LOGISTIC REGRESSION:We selected the dependent and independent variables from the dataset. 

After that, we find a linear relationship between dependent and independent variables i.e. LR. We 

have taken 2/3, ½, and 1/4 of data from the dataset as trained data and the rest of the data as test data. 

All the trained and test data were taken using a random module. 

• CROSS VALIDATION: In logistic regression, Cross-validation is a very useful technique. It is a 

method in which data resampling is done to assess the generalization ability of predictive models and 

to prevent overfitting. Overfitting is an insidious problem because no one can detect it unless cross-

validations are implemented carefully. So cross-validation is one of the most vital steps for verifying 

the results of this paper correctly. We have done cross-validation by dividing the total dataset into 10 

parts and creating 10 sub-datasets using the random module. At first, we are taking the first 9 sub-

datasets as trained data and the last one as test data. In the 2nd case, we took the first 8 sub-datasets 

and the last one as trained data, and after repeating the steps, the 9th no sub-dataset as test d, data, 

and so on. 

• CONFUSION MATRIX:A confusion matrix i.e. also called an error matrix, is a type of matrix or 

a table where we put the performance or the results of the MLR model i.e. the test data. It is the 

shortest way to see and understand the result of the model. The confusion matrix contains four 

variables– TP, TN, FP, and FN.  

 TP stands for ‘true positive’ which shows the student has health issues and the test is positive. 

 TN stands for ‘true negative’ which shows the student does not have health issues and the test is 

negative. 

 FP stands for ‘false positive’ which indicates the student does not have health issues and the test 

is positive.It is also called a TYPE 1 ERROR.  
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 FN stands for ‘false negative’ which indicates the student has health issues and the test is negative. 

It is also called type 2 errors. Grammarly checked-84% 
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•Accuracy: Accuracy  represents the ratio of the number of times the model can make the correct 

prediction to the total number of predictions. 

•Sensitivity: Sensitivity is defined as the ability of a test to correctly identify students with health 

issues during lockdown in COVID-19. 

•Specificity: Specificity shows the ability of a test to correctly identify students without health issues 

during lockdown in COVID-19. 

•Precision: Precision expresses the method by which one can say how correctly predicted cases 

turned positive. 

 

 

 

 

STEP 2 - Selecting the suitable model of multiple linear regression: LR is used to find the relationship 

between the dependent and independent variables. So in this model, we are doing 2/3,½, and ¼ data 

checking and also cross-validation. 

 

 

 

 

 

STEP 3 - DEVELOPING EQUATION OF MLR: 

 

In this model, the hypothesis that is used: 
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H0: None of the controlled variable x0,x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8and x9 is significantly related to Y 

Ha: At least one of the controlled variables X1, X2 a, and X3, is significantly related to Y 

The model of multiple linear regression can be represented as:  

 

y = a+ b1x1 +b2x2 +………+ bnxn
∑ 𝑦∗ ∑ 𝑥2−∑ 𝑥∗∑(𝑥∗𝑦)

𝑛∑𝑥2−(∑𝑥)2   

 

bi = 
∑ (𝑥𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1 −�̅� ) (𝑦𝑖  − �̅� )

∑ (𝑥𝑖 
𝑛
𝑖=1 − 𝑥 ̅ )2    where,  1,2,3 …… n 

  

y =Health issue during lockdown =people under the health issues during lockdown (numeric) 

b0 =b6= constant variable 

b1 = coefficient of a first controlled variable 

b2 = coefficient of the second controlled variable 

b3 = coefficient of the third controlled variable 

b4 = coefficient of the fourth controlled variable and so on 

b5=  coefficient of the fifth controlled variable and so on 

b7= coefficient of the sixth controlled variable and so on 

x0 = Time spent on fitness = people spent time on fitness (numeric) 

x1 = Time spent on sleep = people spent time on sleep(numeric) 

x2 = Time spent on social media = people spent time on social media 

x3 = Number of meals per day = people receiving meal 

x4=Time spent on self-study 

x5= Time spent on online class 

x6=Age of subject 

  

LOGISTIC REGRESSION – Sig(x) =    
1

1+𝑒−𝑥 

DEVELOPING EQUATION OF CONFUSION MATRIX: 

Let’s take- 

TP= TRUE POSITIVE 

TN= TRUE NEGATIVE 

FP= FALSE POSITIVE 

FN= FALSE NEGATIVE 

Now, 

Accuracy =
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TP+TN+FP+FN
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Table 2: 80 %and 20% 

ATTRIBUTES VALUE RANGE 

Confusion Matrix 225   74 

75     206 

Accuracy 0.51 

Sensitivity 0.28 

Specificity 0.71 

Precision 0.46 

Dataset Need 

Processing 
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Table 2: 66% and 34% 

ATTRIBUTES VALUE RANGE 

Confusion Matrix 123    285 

215    386 

Accuracy 0.50 

Sensitivity 0.36 

Specificity 0.57 

Precision 0.30 

 

 

Table 2: 50 % and 50% 

ATTRIBUTES VALUE RANGE 

Confusion Matrix 203    427 

313    546 

Accuracy 0.50 

Sensitivity 0.39 

Specificity 0.56 

Precision 0.32 

 

 

Table 4 =     10-fold cross-validation 

TEST 

CASES  

ACCURACY 

 

SENSITIVITY 

 

SPECIFICITY PRECISION 

01 0.61 0.71 0.57 0.45 

02 0.59 0.54 0.62 0.43 

03 0.66 0.73 0.60 0.58 

04 0.58 0.47 0.63 0.40 

05 0.61 0.61 0.62 0.5 

06 0.59 0.53 0.62 0.44 

07 0.58 0.50 0.61 0.38 

08 0.57 0.49 0.60 0.35 

09 0.55 0.37 0.63 0.30 

10 0.58 0.51 0.62 0.42 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This paper uses multiple linear regressions (MLR) to predict health issues of student’s during covid-

19. The author collected the data from UCI Machine Learning Repository based on that we made a 

relationship between the dependent variable and the independent variable after that we perform cross-

validation for more accuracy. The Author move to the Confusion matrix where we compare the actual 

target values with those predicted by the machine learning model, after checking the cross-validation. 

The Author predict the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity for ½, ⅔ and 1/4 set of data and 10-fold 

cross-validation in this model.  

Moreover, the best value for the number of activities in the LR  algorithm was determined using an 

algorithm coded in Python. It was shown that when the LR method is hybridized with nine fields , 

the classification accuracy increases significantly.. These experiments and results were analysed 

carefully by author. Moreover, the author analysed the outcomes using some student’s data and 

compared their real condition with the class that the model devoted to that students. 

Future works may involve the use of other machine-learning techniques and compare their 

performances to the one obtained by the proposed approach. 
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